Using a phillips screw driver, remove the sanding shield and set aside for later use. Discard the removed screw to replace with the longer 3/4” screw provided.

(Note: Medium will have 3 of these screws)
Attach the desired number of plaster shims to the mud dam using the longer screws provided. This step makes it easier to install the shims and mud dam in the ceiling.

Using the #4 screw provided, align the sanding shield, paint shield, and the same number of sanding shield shims as mud dam shims into a sub-assembly.

Remove the four mud dam screws with a philips screw driver. (Note: Medium will have 12 screws)

Re-install the mud dam and shim sub-assembly as shown.

Mud dam removed.

Sanding shield removed.

Attach the desired number of plaster shims to the mud dam using the longer screws provided. This step makes it easier to install the shims and mud dam in the ceiling.

Using the #4 screw provided, align the sanding shield, paint shield, and the same number of sanding shield shims as mud dam shims into a sub-assembly.

Mud dam removed.
After the plaster is applied and sanded, remove the sanding shield and discard. Leave the paint shield until ready to install the speaker.

When using AS38RS/BPS6 or AS68RS/BPS8 System, switch to high pass ON. High pass switch is located on the back of the crossover cover. Switch high pass to OFF when choosing full range and no BPS6 or BPS8.

Sanding shield sub-assembly.

This phase of the installation is complete. Save the speaker shim for installation of speaker after plaster and paint is complete.

With paint shield in place, finish paint, then remove the paint shield.

SPEAKER INSTALLATION

Remove the sanding shield support.
Add the appropriate number of speaker shims and install the speaker. Connect the negative wire to the black spring terminal and the positive wire to the red spring terminal.

The leveling ring is for fine adjustment. If necessary adjust the magnetic grille leveling ring with a screwdriver and install magnetic grille. See grille painting instructions.

Using the provided longer speaker installation screws, apply Loctite to screws and screw speaker to mounting platform.

For wiring diagrams and detailed eManual scan the QR code or visit www.sonance.com/in-wall-ceiling/architectural-series.